1974 camaro tail lights

Discussion in ' Body Restoration ' started by hybrid , Feb 25, Want to convert my '74 camaro to
a look. Feb 25, 1. Messages: 9 Likes Received: 0. Feb 25, 2. Messages: 8, Likes Received: Feb
26, 3. There's not many of them here in the Philippines. There used to be but many were already
shipped overseas more specifically in Japan. Seems that the Japanese appreciate these cars a
lot. I'm planning the swap from aftermarket parts like Goodmark, etc,. Feb 26, 4. Messages: 2,
Likes Received: 1. I have a 76 with a front end swap. I did not do the rear end so I cannot helep
you there. Fenders and hood are all the same. You can buy everythign at Good luck Feb 26, 5.
Messages: 4, Likes Received: You will still have to do some fab work. The 74 trunk floor,and the
ends of the rear frame rails are different,you can trim the ends of the rails to the correct
length,and weld them to the new inner tail panel. You can add brackets to the trunk floor for the
bumper mounting brackets that go all the way out at each edge of the bumper,and at least one
of the brackets that are in the lower portion of the trunk floor. From there you need the bumper
with brakets,the tail lights,the lisence plate lights,the trunk lock and trunk lock bezel,and rear
side market lights. As for the front of the car ,it is all bolt on sheet metal changes. The fenders
and hood are the same. The radiator support,upper and lower valance,bumper,bumper
brackets,hood latch and hood latch brackets ect are all different. Feb 27, 6. Thanks so much for
the replies guys. I really appreciate it. Your knowledge on the swap is amazing Rich. I would just
like it to look like a but apparently it looks like it's going to cost me a lot of money to do so.
What would contribute drastically to the expense would be the freight charges from your
country to mine. I will definitely be corresponding with you on this project of mine. Many thanks
again. Feb 27, 7. Like I said,it all depends on how correct you want it. You can get the look for
way less money then a totally correct job. The trunk floor and gas tank is another area where
you dont really need to change things just to get the look. Feb 27, 8. BTW,you dont techically
"need" the radiator support. I did the swap by cutting the edges off the area where the radiator
sits in,and also using hood pins instead of a hood latch. Doing that saves you a bunch on both
the radiator support and the hood latch setup,and a ton on shipping. I now have the correct
radiator support,so when I put all the parts onto my real body,I will take apart the front clip and
can take pics of my modified support to show you where to cut the ends off it. You will also
need headlight brackets,and then drill holes into the support to mount the brackets to. I believe
there is a hole on each side of the 74 radiator support actually works with the headlight
brackets,and you just need to drill one hole on each side. Feb 28, 9. That's great to know Rich.
All I really want is just the look. It doesn't have to be totally correct. I don't intend on putting a
bumper jack on it either. Thanks for taking the time to advice me. I truly appreciate it. I'd like to
send you a photo of my camaro. Please private message me your email address. Apr 1,
Messages: 24 Likes Received: 2. Rich, I'm Rob new to the site. Looks like you are very
knowledgeable about doing the RS conversion. How many times have you done it? Would you
suggest ordering the kit from Classicindustries. I just want to get the kit that you have had the
most success with. You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share This
Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an
account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? JavaScript seems to be disabled in
your browser. For the best experience on our site, be sure to turn on Javascript in your
browser. This product can expose you to chemicals including lead and di 2-ethylhexyl
phthalate, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer, birth defects or other
reproductive harm. For more information visit: Shop by your vehicle Close. Classic Update Kit - 77 Chevy Camaro. Add to Cart. Add to Compare Add to Wishlist. The kit boasts 14 features
making it the most complete system of its type in the industry including: A replacement
headlight switch with internal 30amp circuit breaker, retention collar nut, adjustable length
shaft, and custom knob. Standard turn signal and hazard flashers are mounted on fuse panel. A
new horn relay is mounted on the main dash harness. Fuse box designed to fit in original
location with no modifications. All required hardware supplied. New ATO fuse panel allows for
easy fuse and circuit breaker accessibility. Harness is laid out and formed to allow for nearly all
after market accessories such as: gauge packages, wiper systems, heat and air conditioning
systems, etc. Original switch connector bodies - an American Autowire exclusive feature.
Steering column connectors can plug directly into many aftermarket steering columns, or stock
GM columns that use stock GM turn signal switches. Complete factory heater harness assembly
included. Original terminals and PC board connector another American Autowire exclusive are
provided for stock cluster connections. Rear body harness assembly plugs into the main
harness in the stock location, and our longer leads allow for stock or custom routing of the
wires. Rear body wiring includes complete backup light leads with correct lamp sockets,
complete stop and tail light leads with correct lamp sockets, complete rear side marker leads
with correct long focal length molded lamp sockets, complete license plate leads with correct
lamp sockets, and fuel tank sender wire with trunk grommet and tank connection. New floor

dimmer switch is provided for ease of installation. Wire length and connection accommodate
original floor mount dimmer switch. GM bulkhead connectors for the engine and front light
wiring are included another American Autowire exclusive and allow for easy installation with
original or custom routing. Engine wiring includes connectors for original points type as well as
H. Power and tach connectors supplied for GM H. Front lighting includes extra long leads that
can be routed for stock, or optional appearances. All headlight connectors and terminals,
parking and directional light leads and lamp sockets, and side marker leads and lamp sockets
are provided along with a switched trigger wire for an electric fan relay usually recommended
with AC. Prop 65 Warning. Fit Notes. Related Products. Please expect shipping and customer
service delays. We appreciate your patience and continued support. Product BDP. Give your
classic ride a hot rod look with a set of blue dots designed for use on almost any vehicle. Each
set of blue dots include 2 blue dot gems, and 2 blue dot chrome retainers. Fits almost all
applications with a tail View Product Details. Product B Reproduction shouldered lens screw
set, chrome-plated stainless steel for superior corrosion resistance and outstanding
appearance. Replacement lens screws used on various GM vehicles. Available in standard or
Product Replacement bulb for a variety of applications. Choose the correct bulb by matching
the number on the base of your original bulb. Individual applications may vary depending on
vehicle model and year. Product K Most and later GM vehicles used This is a multi-use bulb with
many applications including, but not limited to license lamp, interior lamp, and more. Each bulb
features a G-6 style dome and a single contact bayonet base. Emits 4 candlepower.
Reproduction of the original style shouldered lens screw set designed for use on various GM
models including Camaros. Each screw is a replication of the original featuring chrome plating
for corrosion resistance and Replacement U-clip nuts used on various GM vehicles. Black
phosphate coated. Quantities vary by model. Use as needed. This is the correct nut used to
install the rear tail lamp to the body. Can be used to install the rear Product C Reproduction
shouldered lens screw set, chrome-plated for corrosion resistance and outstanding
appearance. Available in standard or shouldered. Most and Replacement thread cutting pal-nuts
used on various GM vehicles. Hex washer head, zinc plated. Mastic sealer washers sold
separately. Correct hardware can make any installation job easier. Replace your missing or
damaged Product MX Changing over to clear corner or parking lamps? If so, then you'll also
need to change out your bulbs to amber in order to be street legal. Or if you really want to have
some fun, Reproduction domed head rivet style body molding push-pin retainer. Product LEB.
Modernize the lighting equipment on your vehicle with these bright k LED light bulb units.
Manufactured to replace common bulbs on any vehicle with 12V capacity. LED bulbs not only
react faster than traditional bulbs, but Brighten up your tail lamps with this LED replacement
bulb. LED lighting is up to 3 times brighter, does not heat up like incandescent lighting and
requires far less energy than conventional bulbs. The safety benefit of LED Product MA
Reproduction standard lens screw set, chrome-plated stainless steel for superior corrosion
resistance and outstanding appearance. Reproduction of the Dart park lamp lens screws.
Replacement lens screws Product CP Give your classic ride a hot rod look with a set of glass
blue dots. Each set of blue dots include 2 blue dot gems, and 2 blue dot retainers. Note: Not for
use with sealed beam headlamps. Product BK. Correct hardware can make any Whether you?
Speed nuts are a great way of installing parts with studs onto the vehicle. These speed nuts are
applied to the stud and pushed into the hole. The part is held in place by the self threading nut.
Replacement bayonet G-6 couple contact bulb for use on a variety of automotive applications.
Individual applications may vary depending on Product A Product LEW. Product LEA. Brighten
up your tail or back-up lamps with this LED replacement bulb. LED lighting is up to 3 times
brighter, does not heat up like incandescent lighting and requires far less energy than
conventional incandescent bulbs. Product LEG. Brighten up your stop, turn signal or parking
lamps with this LED replacement bulbs. Reproduction shouldered lens screw set,black painted
stainless steel for superior corrosion resistance and outstanding appearance. Have some fun,
switch over to blue, green, red or purple bulbs for show use. Sold as a pair. Note: Using a bulb
other than white or amber is not street legal, therefore, use colored bulbs for off road or show
use only. Product LER. This system converts any three LED tail lamps to sequential operation.
A three segment sequence is used for turn signal operation , with "all at once" lighting for brake
lamp operation. Includes two modules, wiring, Reproduction of the drivers side tail lamp lens
for Camaro models. Manufactured to fit as original. Reproduction of the passenger side tail
lamp lens for Camaro models. Reproduction tail lamp housing for Camaro. Manufactured in
injection molded materials to original factory specifications for a precise fit and an authentic OE
appearance. Original GM tail lamp housings tend to break Product CM Outstanding
reproduction of the original tail lamp lens assembly for Camaro models. This reproduction
utilizes original GM tooling along with new tooling to produce an exact replica of the original.

Includes the Product CMA. Reproduction of the tail lamp filler gaskets for all Camaro models.
This gasket surrounds the tail lamp and fills the space between the body and trim on the lens.
Features correct contours and fits like the original. Update your Camaro tail lights with new LED
technology. LED's are far brighter than incandescent bulbs, light up in less than. Since they are
brighter, Close Notification. Toll Free 1. Select Year All Years Select Make All Makes. Select
Model All Models. View As: Grid Detail. Wiring Pigtails Customer Service. Universal Glass Blue
Dots - Pair. All Categories Lighting Tail Lamps. Engine Engine Acc. General Information. If you
continue to have problems with this form, please contact us during normal business hours.
Please expect shipping and customer service delays. We appreciate your patience and
continued support. Product BDP. Give your classic ride a hot rod look with a set of blue dots
designed for use on almost any vehicle. Each set of blue dots include 2 blue dot gems, and 2
blue dot chrome retainers. Fits almost all applications with a tail View Product Details. Product
B Reproduction shouldered lens screw set, chrome-plated stainless steel for superior corrosion
resistance and outstanding appearance. Replacement lens screws used on various GM
vehicles. Available in standard or Product Replacement bulb for a variety of applications.
Choose the correct bulb by matching the number on the base of your original bulb. Individual
applications may vary depending on vehicle model and year. Product K Most and later GM
vehicles used This is a multi-use bulb with many applications including, but not limited to
license lamp, interior lamp, and more. Each bulb features a G-6 style dome and a single contact
bayonet base. Emits 4 candlepower. Reproduction of the original style shouldered lens screw
set designed for use on various GM models including Camaros. Each screw is a replication of
the original featuring chrome plating for corrosion resistance and Replacement U-clip nuts used
on various GM vehicles. Black phosphate coated. Quantities vary by model. Use as needed.
This is the correct nut used to install the rear tail lamp to the body. Can be used to install the
rear Product C Reproduction shouldered lens screw set, chrome-plated for corrosion resistance
and outstanding appearance. Available in standard or shouldered. Most and Replacement
thread cutting pal-nuts used on various GM vehicles. Hex washer head, zinc plated. Mastic
sealer washers sold separately. Correct hardware can make any installation job easier. Replace
your missing or damaged Product MX Changing over to clear corner or parking lamps? If so,
then you'll also need to change out your bulbs to amber in order to be street legal. Or if you
really want to have some fun, Reproduction domed head rivet style body molding push-pin
retainer. Product LEB. Modernize the lighting equipment on your vehicle with these bright k LED
light bulb units. Manufactured to replace common bulbs on any vehicle with 12V capacity. LED
bulbs not only react faster than traditional bulbs, but Brighten up your tail lamps with this LED
replacement bulb. LED lighting is up to 3 times brighter, does not heat up like incandescent
lighting and requires far less energy than conventional bulbs. The safety benefit of LED Product
MA Reproduction standard lens screw set, chrome-plated stainless steel for superior corrosion
resistance and outstanding appearance. Reproduction of the Dart park lamp lens screws.
Replacement lens screws Product CP Give your classic ride a hot rod look with a set of glass
blue dots. Each set of blue dots include 2 blue dot gems, and 2 blue dot retainers. Note: Not for
use with sealed beam headlamps. Product BK. Correct hardware can make any Whether you?
Speed nuts are a great way of installing parts with studs onto the vehicle. These speed nuts are
applied to the stud and pushed into the hole. The part is held in place by the self threading nut.
Replacement bayonet G-6 couple contact bulb for use on a variety of automotive applications.
Individual applications may vary depending on Product A Product LEW. Product LEA. Brighten
up your tail or back-up lamps with this LED replacement bulb. LED lighting is up to 3 times
brighter, does not heat up like incandescent lighting and requires far less energy than
conventional incandescent bulbs. Product LEG. Brighten up your stop, turn signal or parking
lamps with this LED replacement bulbs. Reproduction shouldered lens screw set,black painted
stainless steel for superior corrosion resistance and outstanding appearance. Have some fun,
switch over to blue, green, red or purple bulbs for show use. Sold as a pair. Note: Using a bulb
other than white or amber is not street legal, therefore, use colored bulbs for off road or show
use only. Product LER. This system converts any three LED tail lamps to sequential operation.
A three segment sequence is used for turn signal oper
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ation , with "all at once" lighting for brake lamp operation. Includes two modules, wiring,
Replaces pitted or damaged originals. Each bezel is manufactured in correct zinc die-cast metal,
triple chrome plated Each lens assembly is manufactured to OE specifications in injection
molded acrylic lens material replicating Each lens is manufactured from injection molded

tooling and designed to fit and install as original. Produced with high grade OEM Reproduction
of the rear side marker for Firebird models. This side marker assembly has the unique Firebird
design and will replace your faded original lamps exactly. Includes the lens, housing and
gasket. Chrome bezel Close Notification. Toll Free 1. Select Year All Years Select Make All
Makes. Select Model All Models. View As: Grid Detail. Universal Glass Blue Dots - Pair. All
Categories Lighting Tail Lamps. Engine Engine Acc. General Information. If you continue to
have problems with this form, please contact us during normal business hours.

